
KCCA and GB Ventures Accelerate Blockchain
Innovation Through the MOU

SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, May 22, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Korea Creata

Chain Association (KCCA), the Korean

foundation of CreataChain, has

officially announced a significant

business partnership by signing a

Memorandum of Understanding

(MOU) with GB Ventures. This

partnership aims to accelerate digital

financial innovation and further

revitalize the blockchain ecosystem.

CreataChain's unique cross-chain

interoperability technology enhances interoperability between blockchain networks, contributing

to digital financial innovation. This technology allows various blockchain networks to interact and

share data seamlessly, creating a more transparent and trustworthy financial environment.

GB Ventures, a dedicated investment firm, plays a pivotal role in supporting and investing in

startups that embody innovative values. With a robust network of entrepreneurs, investors, and

industry experts, GB Ventures is a catalyst for startup growth and success. Their mission is to

identify and nurture companies with innovative and sustainable business models.

Through this partnership, KCCA and GB Ventures expect to generate significant synergies across

various projects by supporting innovative companies based on blockchain and Web 3.0

technologies.

The Chairman of KCCA stated, “KCCA and GB Ventures are united in their goal to further activate

the blockchain ecosystem and create new business opportunities on Creata Chain. This

partnership is a gateway for startups, offering them expanded growth opportunities and making

a significant impact on the advancement of blockchain technology.”

This partnership is expected to accelerate digital financial innovation and inject new vitality into

the blockchain ecosystem, maximizing the potential of blockchain technology.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/713629468
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